
IT support, cyber 
security, and 
data recovery 

SOC 2 Type II 
and CyberSecure 
Canada-certified 
IT provider 

Fixed per user 
monthly fee

Full-service managed IT for 
Canadian SMEs that provides 
comprehensive cybersecurity and 
network support as standard. All 
at a fixed, per-user monthly cost
For the last 15 years, traditional IT services have only come with antivirus. 
It’s no longer enough — CyberSecure Canada recommends 13 baseline 
protections for every SME.

When you choose F12 Select, comprehensive cybersecurity defences are 
built into your IT support — from perimeter defences, configuration and 
patching, to governance and training you’re protected by all the modern 
security essentials

Plus you enjoy all the necessary management, data backup and support 
to never have to worry about your information technology. It’s all taken 
care of by F12 Select for a flat, per-user monthly fee.

F12 Select is the full-service managed IT that lets you focus on achieving 
your vision for success.

f12.net1-886-F12-8782

F12 has been creating streamlined technology solutions for 
more than 20 years. F12 aims to eliminate the IT treadmill of 
forced obsolesce and never-ending project billing with an 
adaptable IT platform at a predictable per-user price.

About F12

Seven reasons F12 Select gives you the IT advantage

macOS-inclusive
Embraces the Apple 
ecosystem

Device-as-a-Service
Unlocks F12’s exclusive 
DaaS Program

Security 
Built-in safety based 
on certified controls and 
technologies

Flexibility
Annual term option and 
complete user scalability

Clarity 
Know clearly what’s 
included and what’s not!

Simple pricing 
Customer-friendly per-user 
pricing and friendly contracts

Backups
Built-in data protection 
for servers and 365

Select

Strong, pro-active 
cybersecurity 
When reputation is everything, 
cybersecurity is non-negotiable.  
F12 is one of a handful of SOC 2 Type 
II CyberSecure Canada-certified IT 
providers. We use auditable data 
governance policies so you can 
prove that your procedures are 
compliant and that client data is 
controlled and protected to the 
necessary standards.


